Based in Tampa, Florida, Current Solutions, Inc is a premiere solutions provider for quality OEM power sources. Some of our partners include:

**Adapter Tech:**

**Founded:** 2001  
**Headquarters:** Taipei, Taiwan  
**Manufacturing:** Taipei, Dongguan, Philippines  
**Notable Facts/Achievements:**

- Certified Vendor or Sony, Lite-on, and Microsoft  
- Early adopters of GaN FET Technology

**Products include:**

- Wall plug and Desktop Adapters (10W to 300W)  
- LED Drivers including DC Input.  
- Open Frame  
- Medical Industry devices  
- Gambling/gaming industry
Arch:

Founded: 1986
Headquarters: Taipei, Taiwan
Notable/Achievements:
ISO 9001 / 14001 / 13485 and approvals including household & Medical Ratings.

Products include:

- High density DC/DC converters
- PCB Mount Potted module AC/DC converters
- Multiple form factor AC/DC Industrial Switching supplies
- Constant Current models, Din Rail options, Medical Selection
Cincon Electronics:

Founded: 1991
Headquarters: Taipei Taiwan
Manufacturing: Chang Hua Taiwan and Dongguan China.
Notable Facts/Achievements:

- Over 3000 Standard products.
- Full agency approvals including the railway converter approvals.

Products include:

- External and Internal Power Supplies
- High density DC/DC converters
- Multiple form factor AC/DC Switching supplies
- Railway Input Voltage ranges converters
- LED Power including digital Control.
- Din Rail & cold plate mounting options.
- Large medical Selection
**Cotek**

**Founded**: 1986  
**Headquarters**: Tao-yuan, Taiwan  
**Notable Facts/Achievements:**

- Multiple D&B Top 1000 Elite SME winner, over 20 Million units sold.

**Products include:**

- 200-4000 Watt High Feature Programmable Switching Power supplies,  
- DC/AC Sine wave Inverter 200-4000 Watts  
- Inverter Charger  
- Battery Charger  
- N+1 Redundant and Rack Mount Inverters
Exeltech

Founded: 1990
Headquarters: Ft worth, Texas, USA

Notable Facts/Achievements:

- Their markets include the electric grid support for Duke, FP&L, and the like, Oil & Gas Industries, Telecom, and Military Markets.
- Their facility is TL9000 approved.
- They developed first hot swap N+1 Inverter system
- They have an inverter on the international space station and in every U.S. Embassy Worldwide.

Products include:

- Stand alone Inverters from 125-2,000 Watts,
- Modular Rack Mount systems from 1-40KW.
- Frequency Converters.
- Unique to Exeltech is its wide range of Input and Output Voltages and Frequencies and it is completely made in the USA.
- 100% USA Made
**Integrated Power Designs**

**Founded:** 1985  
**Headquarters:** Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, USA

**Notable Facts/Achievements:**

- Reduced environmental impact is achieved by constantly improving power supply efficiency.
- They now design products with 90% peak efficiency ideal for IET, Audio/Video, Communications and Medical applications.
- 100% USA Made.
- Awarded two ventilator contracts in 2020

**Products include:**

- Internal and External Power Supplies.
- 9 Series of DC/DC Converters and 20 series of AC/DC Power Supplies.
- ITE and Medically Approved. 25 to 400 Watts.
- Most are available in multiple form factors of Open Frame, L Chasse, or Enclosed.
Qi Xin Electronics

**Founded:** 2006  
**Headquarters:** Guangdong, China.

**Notable Facts/Achievements:**

- Some of their key customers include Samsung, Winsonic, Autec, Phillips & Hama.
- Markets include IP Telephone, Audio Video, Communications, Security, IT.

**Products include:**

- AC/DC Switching Adapters 9-72 Watts, Automotive USB phone charger.